East West Highway has been obstructed due to landslide at Daunne. Diversion road constructed for one way vehicular movement.

Ramu bridge of East-west highway is damaged, travel east of Bardibas on the E-W highway reported as disrupted,

Dhansar Bridge in Bara E-W highway is in weak condition and heavy Vehicular movement is restricted.

Access disrupted after one of the pillars of Dudhaura bridge sank on Sunday morning, only light vehicle is allowed to cross.

Narayangath-Buwal road is disrupted by landslides in several places.

Mugling-Narayangath Road is disrupted by landslides in several places. Road access is intermittent, high risk to travel.

Road section between Kathmandu and Hetauda via Dakshinkali is closed due to landslide.

Road section between Kathmandu and Hetauda via Jaleshwar is damaged at several places.

Road connecting Kathmandu and Hetauda via Daman is closed due to landslide.

Road between Baltali-Darchula is blocked by landslides in several places.

Dolokha-Ji road is disrupted by landslides in several places.

Road between Baitadi-Darchula is Panaoti blocked by landslide.

Road between Mubarakpur and Jaleshwar is damaged at several places.

Mugling-Narayangath Road is disrupted by landslides in several places.

Butwal-Gorakhpur road is intermittent, high risk to travel.
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